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Abstract
This paper presents a system dynamics model for the private house building supply
chains. The private house building industry in the UK is plagued by numerous
problems, which affect its performance. A quick review of the main problems of the
house building industry is given followed by a presentation of the similarities and
differences of the house building industry with manufacturing in order to ensure that
manufacturing solutions can be used for the house building industry.
A system dynamics model of a typical house building supply chain is developed using a
set of sub-systems which can be “switched-off” to model specific scenarios. This model
is based on an Inventory and Order Based Production and Control System (IOBPCS)
which is widely used to represent manufacturing companies. The IOBPCS model is
then further developed to incorporate specific features of house building supply chains.
These features include an order and call-off mechanism, unfulfilled orders, mistrust and
information enrichment. A review of tests to build up confidence in the model is then
carried out and show that the model can be used with confidence in terms of its validity,
credibility and generality.
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Introduction
The private house building industry in the UK is well-known for its problems. First of
all, Sir Michael Latham highlighted in a report in 1994 entitled “Constructing the
Team” the problems that plagues the construction industry in the UK and offered some
guidelines to improve the performance of that industry (Latham, 1994). Few years
later, the Egan report was published where good results of parts of the industry, for
some specific construction projects, were acknowledged but it also reiterated the need
for overall performance improvements (Egan, 1998). This report especially encouraged
the construction industry to learn from other industries to improve performance.
This paper aims at presenting a generic system dynamics model that can be used to
simulate different supply chain scenarios and assess the resulting performance. The
model was developed during a research project involving companies representing the
main players in a house building supply chain, i.e. a developer (named Home Builder),
merchants and manufacturers. A case study approach was used for the data collection
combining questionnaires, interviews and process mapping (Hong-Minh, 2001).
The first part of this paper will briefly present the house building industry problems and
the need for change that the house building industry is facing in the UK. It will also
present the similarities and differences the house building industry has with
manufacturing. Based on these similarities, it can be assumed that some solutions for
the manufacturing industry could improve the house building industry. Furthermore, it
also allows the author to develop a generic model for the house building industry supply
chains based on well-known production and distribution systems used in the
manufacturing industry. This model will be presented in details followed by a brief
overview of its possible use.

The UK private house building industry
Problem definition
The private house building industry suffers from many problems, some inherited from
the construction industry in general such as cultural problems, others inherent to the
speculative house building industry. This section does not intend to undertake an in
depth study of all these problems, but to present a selection of problems to provide a
clearer picture of the current state of the house building industry in the UK.
Customer needs
From a customer point of view, private house building may be perceived as not
delivering the right product or the right quality or in the right location. Indeed, at
present, new housing can be accused of being excessively standardised offering
relatively low quality for expensive costs (Ball, 1996). This can be explained as house
builders in the UK are focused on production and sales targets and not on their

customers’ requirements (Roy and Gaze, 1999). A general lack of customisation of the
products offered by house developers has been acknowledged (Barlow, 2000).
Customers expect more specifications for their dwelling and to be offered more choices
(Home Builder, 2000). Furthermore, regulations fail to stimulate the construction
process and lengthen the lead-times (especially for planning application), although they
do not hamper innovation as they are flexible enough to allow changes (Gann et al.,
1998).
Construction stage
During the construction stage, supplier performance reveals itself as being a problem.
Getting the right material to site at the right time for the right cost is not an easy task
(Home Builder, 2000). Furthermore, the construction process is weather dependent,
which can cause long delays. The private house building industry is also plagued like
the rest of the construction industry by a skilled labour shortage (Latham, 1994; Ball,
1996). This shortage in skilled labour is directly linked to the lack of appropriate
training (Gann and Senker, 1998).
Demand amplification
As for all industries, the house building industry suffers from demand amplification
along its supply chain. Evidence of this phenomenon in the housing industry was
reported by Lewis (1997) and is presented in Table 1. Lewis’ (1997) example of
demand amplification comes from the study of Ventair. Table 1 reveals that as demand
is passed along the supply chain from customers to suppliers, it is distorted and
amplified.
Average weekly
demand from
customers

Variability in
weekly demand
from customers

Average demand
placed on suppliers
and frequency

Variability in
demands placed
upon suppliers

48 per week

Up to 150%

400 every 6 weeks
or
200 every 3 weeks

From 100% up to
300% depending
upon frequency

Table 1 Amplification and variability in demand as it is passed along Ventair supply
chain (Lewis, 1997)
The “mind-set”
There are other critiques to be made to house builders, those related to the house
building culture and the way the companies involved in a housing project work with
each other. Typically the relationships between the different disciplines involved in a
construction project tend to be adversarial, as there is a lack of trust and commitment
between parties (Bresnen, 1996; Holti, 1996; Larson, 1997; Barlow, 1998; Construction
Productivity Network, 1998). The current “mind-set” may be defined as being a
combination of poor communication, win-lose relationships and a lack of commitment
(Hong-Minh et al., 2001).

Functional silo approach
Another generic problem to the house building industry lies in its functional silo
approach to their work, which means that barriers can emerge between each discipline
of their business. As a result such firms cannot establish a business process view of
their work, neither can they fully focus on their customers’ needs and requirements
(Christopher, 1992). This problem is present not only at a company level but also at a
project level involving several companies.
Better integration between all those involved in a construction project, such as
customers, contractors and suppliers has been emphasised in the UK by Latham
(Latham, 1994). The need for integration of processes within the UK construction
industry supply chain process is also given prominence by the Office of Science and
Technology (OST) (Office of Science and Technology, 1995).
Communication and learning
Due to the problem of adversarial relationships, communication between companies is
very often not effective. In many cases, information is not always readily available
(Latham, 1994) and is often incomplete or inconsistent (Construction Productivity
Network, 1997). As stated by Latham (1994), there are serious deficiencies in
information needed by builders. At the start of a project, requirements are often not
fully defined, which impacts upon construction performance (Howell and Ballard, 1994;
Bresnen, 1996).
The success or failure of a construction project’s execution depends on the
understanding of the information needs and requirements of the different parties (Love
et al., 1999). Inadequate, incomplete and outdated information can lead to delays and
extra costs during the design stage but also during the execution of a construction
project.
The need for change
Until now, the private house building industry had very little incentive to change partly
due to the fact that they make more profits on the land resale price more than on the
product (houses) they sell. Furthermore, entry to market by more innovative foreign
companies, i.e. Japanese, Dutch or Swedish, is made difficult by the lack of appropriate
suppliers and labour (Barlow, 1999). They would therefore require to import innovative
materials and trained labour which would considerably increase their costs. Thirdly,
demand is higher than supply for new houses in the UK (Meikle, 1999).
This comfortable situation is however starting to change and the private house building
industry will need to react. First of all, the environmental legislation will continue to
require better performance from the dwellings. Currently these regulations are easily
met or exceeded by the developers using traditional construction techniques. However
as the regulations and standards will become tighter, developers will undoubtedly need
to seek new ways of construction (Barlow, 1999). Secondly, the government’s pressure
to build on brownfield sites is increasing. A percentage as high as 45-50% of new
housebuilding will have to be developed on brownfield sites has been quoted by the

government (Barlow, 1999). This has severe consequences on construction costs.
Thirdly, the shortage of skilled labour is continuously increasing the construction costs
(Barlow, 1999).
Therefore, ideas for improvement and change are required. As Gann (1998, p. 157)
states, “current levels of inefficiency and wasted materials, labour and time, as well as
pollution, could be substantially lowered by streamlining supply chains and by
introducing better management practices”.
House building and manufacturing
A number of authors (e.g. Latham, 1994; Gann, 1996; Egan, 1998) argue that the house
building industry could learn lessons from manufacturing industry such as the
implementation of SCM principles. It is therefore important here to understand the
specificity of the house building industry and its common features with the
manufacturing industry.
The first specificity of the house building industry lies in the product itself (a house) as
it is very large and immobile. The number of components needed to construct a house
is four times greater than for assembling a car, depending on how the parts are counted,
i.e. a house needs around 40,000 components, while a car only requires 10,000
components (Gann, 2000). The houses are built on a specific site with a mobile
workforce which implies that the construction of houses can be highly influenced by
weather conditions. Furthermore, in the UK, houses are expected to last long and are
more likely to be regarded as an investment; people buy and sell houses relatively
frequently (Gann, 1996; Ball, 1999; Ozaki, 1999). Contrary to manufactured products,
which are transported to the market as finished goods, houses are assembled at the point
of consumption.
The construction industry went through different stages: craft, machine age and digital
age. Through these stages, the construction industry became industrialised. In other
words it started using some manufacturing principles with the aim to raise the
“efficiency by rationalizing the process through the application of scientific method”
(Gann, 2000). However construction continued to suffer from high production costs
induced by the fact that although the erection of structures and external work were more
efficient, the finishing of internal work continued to be labour-intensive and performed
in a traditional way (Gann, 2000).
Focusing on the processes for the construction of houses, Egan (1998) argues that the
processes are repetitive. Repeat processes are comparable with the designing and
planning of the production of a new car model, even more so for private house building
as a specific house design will be built more than once. The house building industry
may therefore be classified as a batching process with medium volumes using Hill’s
(2000) classification. This implies that the house building is similar to the
manufacturing industry in terms of processes with its specificity in terms of product.

Model description
In order to assess the impact of re-engineering scenarios on the house building
performance, a generic model for house building supply chains has been developed. As
the house building industry has similarities with the manufacturing industry, the model
was based on a simple well-known model, an Inventory and Order Based Production
Control System (IOBPCS) described later in this article, traditionally used to represent
manufacturing company (Towill, 1982). The IOBPCS has been then further developed
to incorporate the characteristics of the real system such as a site construction subsystem.
A system dynamics model was chosen as the aim of the model is to study the impact of
re-engineering policies on demand amplification, i.e. a dynamic behaviour. Van Ackere
et al. (1993) demonstrated that continuous simulation using system thinking is
appropriate for studying the impact of BPR programmes as BPR has its origins in
system engineering (Jenkins, 1971). Furthermore, Sterman (2000) states that models
provide high quality outcome feedback. The role of simulation is to test the models
(mental models) as without simulation, “even the best conceptual models can only be
tested and improved by relying on the learning feedback through the real world”
(Sterman, 2000, p. 37). However this real world feedback is often very long, costly, and
the feedback can be inadequate and ambiguous. Therefore, simulation “becomes the
only reliable way to test hypotheses and evaluate the likely effects of policies”
(Sterman, 2000, p. 37). Therefore, system dynamics modelling and simulation can be
accepted as an appropriate tool for the purpose of the research.
The model development process followed is shown in Figure 1. The model
development process is iterative, starting from the problem description of the situation
and the description of the aim of the model. The system development deals with the
development of the model itself by identifying the structure and main components of the
real system and translating them in terms of relationships. Finally the model is
constantly validated during the development process.
A key step in model development is the problem description with the clear statement of
the model’s aim (Forrester, 1961). The aim of the model described in this paper is to
assess the potential impact of different re-engineering policies on house building supply
chains in terms of dynamic behaviour. Hence the aim of the model is to compare
different scenarios derived from a main model and study in particular the effects these
scenarios have on demand amplification.

Problem
description

System
development
Validation

Figure 1 Model development process (Strohhecker, 1998)
Model structure
The structure overview of the model is presented in Figure 2 and is composed of six
sub-systems. The demand represented by the construction plan is exogenous. This
decision was made, as the aim of the model is to compare different scenarios in order to
assess the impact of re-engineering policies on the dynamic behaviour by keeping the
demand pattern identical. This demand is inputted into the Home Builder sub-system
which represents the developer. Home Builder generates orders and call offs which are
transmitted to the merchants. The merchants utilise this information to generate their
own orders, which are sent to the manufacturer. The manufacturer then decides on the
appropriate production level to fulfil these orders. A production allocation system has
been implemented so as to decide which merchant should receive which quantities of
material in the case of shortages. Then construction on site can take place using the
material delivered by the merchants. Finally some performance indicators are
calculated to assess the model.
The full documentation for the equations utilised in the model can be found in
Appendix 1.

Construction plan
Home Builder
• Orders
• Call offs

Desired orders

Expected
deliveries

Site construction
• Material stock
• Labour available
• Number of houses built

Orders
Desired orders
Inventory level
Backlog level
Measure of performance
• Total SC inventory cost
• Production on-costs
• Integrated absolute error
for inventory
• Mistrust value

Merchants
• Orders
• Inventory level
• Backlog level

Deliveries

Production allocation
• Desired orders
• Fulfilled orders

Orders

Desired orders
Inventory level
Backlog level

Manufacturer
• Production level
• Inventory level
• Backlog level

Deliveries

Figure 2 Model structure overview
Home Builder
Figure 3 represents the causal structure of the variables. This shows which variable
influences what and how (same direction (+) or opposite direction (-)) (Sterman, 2000).
Home Builder sub-system utilises the construction plan to generate the orders as shown
in Figure 3. These orders after a pure time delay (which is represented by a crossedline) become call offs. “Call off for the products” (Cp) is therefore equal to the orders
(O) for houses delayed by λo multiplied by the product coefficient (p) (number of
products needed to build one house).
C p (t ) = O( t −λo ) * p

(1)

Construction plan

Coefficient product

+ Order placed by
the regions

+

Order to call off
delay

+ Call off for the
products
Call off to
delivery delay
+
Expected deliveries

Figure 3 Causal structure for Home Builder

Finally expected deliveries is equal to “Call off for the products” delayed by a pure time
delay of “Call off to delivery delay”.
Merchants and Manufacturer
Several merchants have been modelled, however all merchants follow the same
structure and are exact duplicates. Just the quantities they order are different and based
on “Coefficient merchant n”. Merchants and manufacturer sub-systems are similar and
both based on Forrester’s production and distribution system (Forrester, 1958) and an
Inventory and Order Based Production Control System (IOBPCS) model (Towill,
1982). The IOBPCS model, first analysed by Coyle (1977), has been extensively
studied by the Logistics Systems Dynamics Group at Cardiff University since 1982
following a framework outlined by Naim and Towill (1993) (see Ferris and Towill,
1993; John et al., 1994; Cheema, 1994; Towill et al., 1997; Lewis, 1997; Disney et al.,
2000).
Ta

+
Demand

Average demand
Ti

+
Order rate
_
+

Tp
_

+
Completion rate

Current
inventory

Fulfilled demand

Target inventory

Figure 4 Stock and flow diagram for an IOBPCS model
Although the model is a simplified representation of the real world situation, it is held to
be representative of much UK industrial practice associated with manual production
control system (Coyle, 1977). Furthermore, the model includes variables that are
common to a range of companies, such as production completion rate, stock levels and
lead times (Berry, 1994) and it is able to replicate the dynamic behaviour of real world
systems to a reasonable degree of accuracy (Edghill, 1990).
Figure 4 illustrates an IOBPCS model using a system dynamics stock and flow
representation. The IOBPCS model represents an inventory and order based production
system. This means that the level of production required (order rate) is based upon the
level of demand which has been averaged over a period of time Ta and the level of
current inventory in comparison with a target inventory. Ti represents the time to adjust
the inventory and Tp the production delay.
The order rate is a function of the stock error and the average demand. Therefore, in
terms of practical implementation issues, the assumption that current finished stock
levels are accurately known has to be made (Edghill, 1990). The IOBPCS model is
particularly suited to demands which are fairly constant (Lewis, 1997), however to cope

with higher variable demands, the target inventory level can be updated continually by
making it a function of the average demand, which is the case in this work.
The IOBPCS model was used as a basis to represent merchants and manufacturer after
discussions with several different managers from the companies modelled. They all
declared that their ordering rule was solely based on the level of current demand and the
level of stock in comparison with a target stock expressed as a function of the demand
level. Only the distributor in the high-value fit-out supply chain model also declared to
take into account the level of products in the pipeline.
However a feature present in Forrester’s (1958) original model and not represented in
the IOBPCS was added to the IOBPCS model. Usually an IOBPCS model is linear and
it is assumed that whatever is asked for will come out of the pipeline after a delay.
Forrester incorporated a backlog function utilising a non-linear representation. In this
case if there are no products available in stock, then the products cannot be delivered.
This feature takes into account the unfilled orders or order backlog (Bt), which are equal
to the previous backlog (Bt-1) plus new orders (incoming call off) (CI) minus shipment
(processed call off) (PB) as can be seen from Figures 5 and 6.
Bt = Bt −1 + C I − PB

(2)
Coefficient
merchant n

<Order placed by
the regions>

Mistrust mechanism

+
<Coefficient
product>

Mistrust coefficient

Order received by
merchant for product

+

<Mistrust value
customer>

Order including
mistrust
Ta merchant
+
Merchant
average orders

<Delivery merchant
(from manufacturer)>
+

+

Merchant
actual
inventory

Merchant
WIP

Merchant order rate
+
Ti merchant
+
Merchant target
inventory
+

Transport delay

Received product

Product to be
_ delivered to site
+

_
Merchant
inventory error
+

Call off to
delivery delay-1

Merchant
incoming call off
+

Merchant's
order backlog

Merchant
processed call off

Call off for the
product

Unfilled orders mechanism
based on Forrester (1958)

Figure 5 Simplified stock and flow diagram for Merchants
The equations for the ordering system are based on the IOBPCS and are as follows:
1. Average orders (AO) equal the order including mistrust (Om) smoothed over a period
of time Ta:
AO (t ) = AO (t −1) + αA(Om ( t ) − AO (t −1) )
(3)

1
T
1+ a
∆t
2. Order rate (RO) is equal to the average orders (AO) plus a fraction of any inventory
errors (Ie):
I e (t −1)
(4)
RO (t ) = AO (t ) +
Ti
3. Completion rate (RC) is equal to the order rate (RO) divided by the production delay
(Tp):
R
(5)
RC ( t ) = O
Tp
4. Actual inventory (IA) equals previous actual inventory plus the products produced
(completion rate RC) minus shipment (product to be delivered PD):
I A( t ) = I A( t −1) + RC (t ) − PD (t )
(6)
where αA =

Assuming ∆t = 1
5. Inventory error (Ie) equals the target inventory (IT) minus the actual inventory (IA)
plus the order backlog (B):
I e ( t ) = I T − I A ( t ) + Bt
(7)
6. Target inventory (IT) is a multiple of the average orders (AO):
I T = βAO
(8)
The settings of Ta (time to average consumption), Ti (time to adjust inventory) and Tp
(production delay) are based on John et al. (1994), Towill and Del Vecchio (1994),
Mason-Jones et al. (1997) and Mason-Jones (1998). Several studies showed that in
order to reduce demand amplification in IOBPCS models, a good setting would be Ta =
2Tp and Ti = Tp (John et al., 1994; Mason-Jones, 1998). However in Towill and Del
Vecchio’s (1994) work, it was seen that different settings could be used depending on
the purpose of the model and where the company is positioned in the supply chain.
Therefore the settings proposed by John et al. were used for the manufacturer and those
of Towill and Del Vecchio for the merchants, i.e. Ta = Ti = 2Tp.
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+
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Figure 6 Simplified stock and flow diagram for Manufacturers
A mistrust mechanism has been included in the model as can be seen from Figures 5
and 6. Mistrust has been included to the model, to reflect the particularity of adversarial
relationships in the house building industry. The modelling of mistrust is based on real
life observations during the research work involving case studies and on Sterman
(2000). Mistrust is understood as being the lack of trust between trading partners. Very
often this lack of trust is especially tangible when customers do not receive the full
quantity of what they have ordered. Instead of trusting the supplier that he will deliver
the missing products as soon as they become available, customers over-order to make
sure that they will receive the real quantities they need. This principle has therefore
been reflected in the model as follows: whenever the customers do not receive the full
delivery of what they have ordered (O), the next order (Om) they will place will be
increased by a percentage (mistrust coefficient κm) of the quantity of product
undelivered (mistrust value M). κm equals 1 when mistrust is set at 100% and 0 in the
case of no mistrust. The calculation of the “mistrust value” is explained later in this
paper.
Om = O * (1 + (κ m M ))
(9)
An information enrichment mechanism has also been incorporated into the model and
can, as easily as in the case of mistrust, be switched off. The information enrichment
mechanism allows to simulate scenarios with improved communication between the
supply chain partners. This mechanism, based on Mason-Jones’s (1998) work, has been
placed at the manufacturer level and allows it to utilise the smoothed market demand
(merchant average orders AOd) and the smoothed customer orders (manufacturer
average orders AOm) to decide on a desired level of demand (manufacturer orders

enriched OE). The information enrichment coefficient (δ) in Figure 6 determines how
much of the market demand needs to be used.
OE = δAOd + ((1 − δ ) * AOm )
(10)
Therefore when δ = 1 (i.e. 100% information enrichment), the manufacturer is relying
only on the market sales data from Home Builder to decide how many products to
produce and could thus easily respond incorrectly to customer demand (merchants). If δ
= 0.5 (i.e. 50% information enrichment) then the manufacturer will base his decision on
50% of the market demand and 50% of its customer demand. Finally setting δ = 0
switches off the information enrichment mechanism and the manufacturer relies solely
on its own customer demand (merchants).
Production allocation

A production allocation sub-system has been developed in order to replicate the
allocation of products from one manufacturer to several customers (merchants).
Production allocation sub-system takes into account the overall demand (total merchant
order rate) from the different merchants simulated. The rule followed for the production
allocation is based on real life observations made during the case studies, where,
whenever there is insufficient product available to satisfy the demands of all the
merchants, the distribution of the available product will be carried out based on a
priority system. Here, the priority system has been set up so as to serve the largest
customers first, then the second largest and so on until there is no more product
available. The customer ordering the greatest quantities is defined as the largest
customer.
The priority is modelled using the “coefficient merchant” which is used to distribute
Home Builder overall demand among the different merchants. Therefore if “coefficient
merchant 3” is equal to 0.6, it means that Merchant 3 will receive 60% of Home Builder
orders and therefore represent 60% of the orders passed on to the manufacturer.
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+
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+
+
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Delivery merchant 4

Coefficient
merchant 3

Delivery merchant 3

Figure 7 Simplified causal loop for production allocation
As can be seen from Figure 7, production allocation utilises the “total merchant order
rate” as the overall demand, the “total coefficient merchant” to prioritise the allocation
and finally “product to be delivered to merchants” as the quantity of products available
for allocation. The results of the production allocation are then given in “delivery to
merchant n” variables. Production allocation was calculated using ALLOCATE BY
PRIORITY function available in Vensim (see Appendix 1).
Site construction

The site construction sub-system is principally made of two components; labour and
material. The demand for labour (LD) is derived from the call off for the products
(demand) (CP). Cp is transformed into a demand for labour using both product (p) and
labour coefficients (l) as can be seen from Figure 8 and Equation (11). For example, if
the call for products equals 200 with a product coefficient of 2, it means that there is a
demand for house equal to 100. Now if 3 labours are needed to build one house, then
the demand for labour will be equal to 300.
C 
(11)
LD =  P  * l
 p 
A backlog system similar to the unfilled orders mechanism is used to register unfulfilled
demand in labour. The houses can only be constructed if there are enough labour and
enough products available; in case of discrepancies, the lowest of the two variables
(labour and product) dictates how many houses can be built. The remaining labour or
products will then stay idle on site until more products or labour become available to
finish the work. After a “construction time delay” (represented by a pure time delay)
the houses become weatherproofed houses and the labour is then freed and re-injected
as free labour. Therefore, it is assumed that once the labour starts working on site, it
will remain on site until the houses are built, only then will it be become labour
available for use.
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Figure 8 Simplified stock and flow diagram for site construction
In the case of a supply-and-fit system, the stock of product to be used on site will first
be checked before calling off any labour. Therefore if there are fewer products
available than the actual call off for labour, only the labour necessary for the assembly
of the available products will be called off. In this case labour is only called off when
there is really work to be done whereas in the previous case (labour only), labour could
be called off and stay idle on site until products to be assembled became available.
Measure of performance

Several measures of performance are calculated in the model so as to assess each
scenario. The performance criteria calculated directly in the model are the total
inventory cost, the production on-costs, the integrated absolute error for inventory and
the mistrust value.
The total supply chain inventory cost, presented in Figure 9, encompasses the inventory
costs for the merchants and for the manufacturer. Therefore, the sub-system utilised for
the merchant is used for each merchant modelled. The calculation of the inventory
costs is based on the assumption that the cost for holding stock is different from the cost
of being out of stock. The inventory costs (IC) is therefore a function of the cost in
stock (a), the level of stock (actual inventory IA), the cost of stock out (b) and the level
of backlog (B):
(12)
I C = aI A + bB

The inventory cost for each organisation is integrated and then summed to calculate the
total supply chain inventory cost.
Cost for out of stock
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<Merchant actual
inventory>

<Manufacturer
actual inventory>
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order backlog>
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manufacturer
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Figure 9 Simplified stock and flow diagram for total supply chain inventory cost
The next performance criteria are the production on-costs and the integrated absolute
error (IAE) for inventory, which are calculated in a similar fashion. Both criteria
accumulate the absolute error between a given behaviour and the actual behaviour.
Production on-costs is concerned with the order rate at the manufacturer level. The
manufacturer order rate is compared with the actual end-customer orders (the regions)
and after having integrated the absolute error, the result is cubed so as to give the
production on-costs (Berry, 1994). It can be seen from Figure 10 that the manufacturer
order rate (for products) needs first to be converted into order rate for houses using the
product coefficient.
The IAE for inventory simply uses the inventory error calculated using Equation (7) and
cumulates the absolute error.

<Order placed by
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<Manufacturer
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Manufacturer order
rate for houses

Absolute error
order rate

<Coefficient
product>

Integrated
absolute error
order rate

<Manufacturer
inventory error>

Absolute error
inventory

Integrated absolute
error inventory

Production
on-costs

Figure 10 Simplified stock and flow diagram for production on-costs and integrated
absolute error for inventory
Finally, the mistrust values are also calculated. There are two mistrust values, one for
Home Builder at the site (customer) and one for the merchants as seen from Figure 11.
The first one represents the percentage of products that Home Builder did not receive

from the merchants while the second one considers the percentage of missing products
that the merchants should have received from the manufacturer.
The expected deliveries to site are calculated from the order received by the merchant
and delayed by a pure time delay (call off to delivery delay). The quantity of missing
product can then be calculated by comparing the quantity of products actually delivered
on site to what was expected. The percentage of the product missing can then be
calculated.
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<Product to be
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Quantity of product
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product>
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by merchant

<Product to be delivered to
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Quantity of product
missing by merchant

Mistrust value
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Figure 11 Simplified causal structure for mistrust value
Validation and verification
Model validation and verification are very important issues for all modellers. However,
Sterman (2000) clearly states that, “no model can ever be verified or validated”, as by
definition they are a simplified representation of the reality and therefore vary from the
real world in many different ways. Forrester and Senge (1980) adds that, “validation is
the process of establishing confidence in the soundness and usefulness of a model.
Validation begins as the model builder accumulates confidence that a model behaves
plausibly and generates problem symptoms or modes of behavior seen in the system.”
Furthermore a model can be considered as realistic “to the extent that it can be
adequately interpreted, understood, and accepted by other points of view” (Churchman,
1973).

Solberg (1992), who promotes simple models, declares that, “the power of a model or
modelling technique is a function of validity, credibility, and generality. Usually the
simplest model which expresses a valid relation will be the most powerful”. Hence,
models need, one way or another, to be validated, however there is no single test which
would allow the modellers to assert that their models have been validated. Rather, the
level of confidence in the model can increase gradually as the model passes more tests
(Forrester and Senge, 1980).
A wide range of tests to build confidence in the model have been developed (e.g.
Forrester and Senge, 1980; Barlas, 1989; Barlas, 1990; Barlas, 1996), of which Sterman
(2000) presents a summary. These twelve tests are as follows:
The boundary adequacy test is concerned with the appropriateness of the model’s
boundary. For this test the main question to answer is if the appropriate concepts have
been included in the model to address the problem. As stated previously, the aim of the
model is to compare different supply chain scenarios where a few parameters change,

and assess the impact of these changes on the dynamic behaviour. The area concerned
is the house building supply chain. The main players in the supply chain have been
represented (i.e. Home Builder, merchants and distributor). The focus of the model is
placed upon the material and information flow. Both flows have been repeatedly and
successfully studied previously using a member of the IOBPCS model, also used here.
Furthermore, although simplified, the model was considered as representative of the real
situation by managers from the companies modelled.
The structure assessment test, as its name indicates, is concerned with the consistency
of the structure of the model by verifying if the structure of the model represents the real
system. As previously presented, the basis of the model uses two IOBPCS models to
represent merchants and manufacturer. In addition, Coyle (1977) and Edghill (1990)
asserted that the IOBPCS model was representative of the UK manufacturing practice
and replicate the dynamic behaviour of real world systems to a reasonable degree of
accuracy. Finally some changes have been made to the basic IOBPCS model to take
into account some real life issues such as unfulfilled orders and the distinction between
orders and call offs.
The dimensional consistency test examines if the units of measures used in the model
are consistent. This was carried out using the dimensional consistency function
available in Vensim.
The parameter assessment test compares the model parameters to knowledge of the
real system to determine if the parameters correspond conceptually and numerically to
real life. The parameter values have been set for each scenario and principally based on
real data collected during the case study research.
The extreme condition test analyses the behaviour of the model under extreme
conditions to verify that the model behaves in a realistic fashion. In the model studied,
the extreme condition test was carried out for an extremely high demand, the stock level
and the amount of labour available then dropped to zero. The number of houses
completed reflected the labour capacity. However, as no manufacturing capacity
restriction has been made in the model, the stock level still recovered using an
extremely high production level. Manufacturing capacity restriction was not introduced
into the model so as to keep it as simple as possible, and also because the purpose of the
model is not to study capacity issues but broader issues of dynamic behaviour.
The integration error test verifies if the time step utilised for the simulation and the
integration method are appropriate for the purpose of the model. In the present case the
time step was set at one day, however in order to test the model, the time step has been
cut in half and the results compared. For the purpose of this model, the differences were
marginal. The test was also carried out using a different integration method.
Furthermore, as the purpose of the model is to compare different scenarios but keeping
the time step and the integration method constant, the choice for the time step and the
integration method become secondary.
The behaviour reproduction test assesses the model’s ability to reproduce the
behaviour of the real system. Although, the behaviour reproduction test is generally
used for a model whose purpose is to reproduce very accurately the real world system

by comparing simulation results and real historical data. This test can also be used to
assess if the model is behaving as expected. Therefore, the model was presented to the
companies simulated and they all agreed that it represented their supply chain.
As can be seen from Figure 12, the model is creating a demand amplification pattern.
The pure time delay between the orders and the calling off can be clearly seen. The
implications of using an order and call off system can be seen at the merchants level
with an increased order rate, which is based on “order for products” from the regional
office followed by a drop. A delay at the manufacturer level can also be observed as
well as amplification in the demand pattern.
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Figure 12 Sample results comparing demand, call-off and order rates for merchants
and manufacturer
The behaviour anomaly test, which examines the importance of specific relationships
by deleting or modifying them, was utilised during the model development process.
This test helped in analysing the influence of specific variables.
The family-member test asks whether a model could be used to represent other more
particular models. As stated previously, the IOBPCS used in the model is already part
of a model family. Furthermore, the model was used to simulate different scenarios by
“switching on or off” the relevant sub-systems and therefore the model proves to be a
general one, that can be adapted to represent specific members.
The surprise behaviour test is concerned with unexpected behaviour displayed by the
model. The test is passed when the behaviour does indeed occur in the real world. This
was the case for the build up of stock observed at the merchants and manufacturer level.
When using a normal IOBPCS model, the stock first diminishes before regaining a
stable state. However in the model studied here, the stock first increases and then

diminishes. This is, however, happening in the real world where companies stock up in
advance of a large order.
The sensitivity analysis tests the robustness of the model. As the model is based on an
IOBPCS model, sensitivity analysis have already been carried out and showed the
robustness of the IOBPCS model (e.g. Edghill, 1990; Disney et al., 2000). However, a
new sensitivity analysis has also been carried out for the overall model. The analysis
took into consideration the three parameters influencing the ordering policy, i.e. Ta
(time to average consumption), Ti (time to adjust inventory) and production delay. The
analysis was carried out to study the impact of these parameters on the manufacturer
order rate and the stock of products at the manufacturer level. Ta was tested for a range
from 1 to 60, Ti from 2 to 30 and production delay from 1 to 30, which is the maximum
range utilised during the simulations.

Figures 13 and 14 present the results of the sensitivity analysis for the production delay.
The other sensitivity analysis graphs for Ti and Ta can be found in Appendix 2. The
sensitivity analysis showed that in all cases, a stable state is reached and that it is not
sensitive to changes in parameters values. Therefore the model can be considered as
being robust.
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Figure 13 Sensitivity analysis for production delay (1 to 30) on the manufacturer’s
inventory level
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Figure 14 Sensitivity analysis for production delay (1 to 30) on the manufacturer’s
order rate
The system improvement test is concerned with the implementation of policies that
improved the model. The real test lies in the successful implementation of these
policies and the resulting real improvements in the real world. Unfortunately, the use of
models in this research has been dictated by the impracticability of implementing the
policies studied in the time frame available, so the system improvement test could not
be carried out.

Therefore, after having undergone the twelve tests for model validation, the model
studied in this thesis can be used with confidence in terms of its validity, credibility and
generality.

Conclusion
It has been seen that the house building industry in the UK needs to change if it is to
improve its performance. The need for a generic supply chain model for the house
building industry has been recognised. The aim of this model was defined as to assess
the impact of re-engineering policies on dynamic performance. It has also been seen
that the development of a dynamic model is not a linear process and needs to start from
simple to incorporate more complexity step by step. The model presented in this paper
is based on two IOBPCS models to represent Home Builder and merchants. Other
features such as unfulfilled orders, information enrichment, and mistrust were then
developed and implemented. The description of the different sub-systems defined the
relationships of the different variables used in the model. Several tests to build
confidence in the model were reviewed and showed that the model can be used with
confidence as it represents the main characteristics of the real system and is appropriate

for the purpose of the model. Finally, this model has been used to assess performance
for several different scenarios of house building supply chains and the results are
extensively presented and analysed in Hong-Minh (Hong-Minh, 2001).
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Appendix 1 – Model documentation
The variables are grouped under the six sub-systems presented in the paper, namely
Home Builder, Manufacturer, Measure of performance, Merchants, Production
allocation, Site construction plus the Control variables. For simplification of
presentation, the units for each variable are not shown here.
********************************
.Control
********************************
Simulation Control Parameters
FINAL TIME = 1095
INITIAL TIME = 0
SAVEPER = 1
TIME STEP = 1
********************************
.Home Builder
********************************
call off products by the site =
DELAY FIXED ( coef products
* order placed by the regions ,order to call off delay ,
1e+007)
call off to delivery delay = 7
coef products = 100000
construction plan = 100
+ STEP (20, 20)
expected delivery products by the site =
DELAY FIXED ( call off products by the site ,call off to delivery delay ,
1e+007)
expected product merchant1 =
DELAY FIXED ( call off for products merchant1 ,call off to delivery delay ,
3e+006)
expected product merchant2 =

DELAY FIXED ( call off product merchant2 ,call off to delivery delay ,
500000)
expected product merchant3 =
DELAY FIXED ( call off product merchant3 ,call off to delivery delay ,
1e+006)
expected product merchant4 =
DELAY FIXED ( call off product merchant4 ,call off to delivery delay ,
1e+006)
expected product merchant5 =
DELAY FIXED ( call off product merchant5 ,call off to delivery delay ,
300000)
expected product merchant6 =
DELAY FIXED ( call off product merchant6 ,call off to delivery delay ,
2e+006)
expected product merchant7 =
DELAY FIXED ( call off product merchant7 ,call off to delivery delay ,
1.2e+006)
expected product merchant8 =
DELAY FIXED ( call off product merchant8 ,call off to delivery delay ,
1e+006)
order placed by the regions =
construction plan
order to call off delay = 14
********************************
.Manufacturer
********************************
average demand products manufacturer =
SMOOTH ( total demand for products manufacturer inc mistrust ,
ta products manufacturer )
completion rate products manufacturer =
DELAY1 ( orate products manufacturer ,
Tp products manufacturer )
incoming backlog products manufacturer =
DELAY FIXED ( total products call off manufacturer ,"order to delivery to
merchants delay-1" ,
1e+007)

information enrichment coefficient = 0
inventory error manufacturer products =
target inventory products manufacturer
- stock products manufacturer after shipment
+ order backlog products manufacturer
inventory error manufacturer products delay1 =
DELAY FIXED ( inventory error manufacturer products ,1,
0)
orate products manufacturer =
orders enriched manufacturer
+ inventory error manufacturer products delay1
/ Ti products manufacturer
order backlog products manufacturer =
INTEG( incoming backlog products manufacturer
- processed backlog products manufacturer ,
0)
"order to delivery to merchants delay-1" = 6
orders enriched manufacturer =
information enrichment coefficient
* average order products to merchants
+((1
- information enrichment coefficient )
* average demand products manufacturer )
processed backlog products manufacturer =
product to be delivered to merchants
product to be delivered to merchants =
IF THEN ELSE ( stock products manufacturer before shipment
<= 0,
0,
IF THEN ELSE ( stock products manufacturer before shipment
< ( incoming backlog products manufacturer
+ order backlog products manufacturer ) ,
stock products manufacturer before shipment ,
( incoming backlog products manufacturer
+ order backlog products manufacturer ) ) )
stock products manufacturer after shipment =
stock products manufacturer before shipment
- product to be delivered to merchants

stock products manufacturer after shipment delay1 =
DELAY FIXED ( stock products manufacturer after shipment ,1,
4e+007)
stock products manufacturer before shipment =
stock products manufacturer after shipment delay1
+ completion rate products manufacturer
ta products manufacturer = 14
target inventory products manufacturer =
4
* orders enriched manufacturer
Ti products manufacturer = 7
total demand for products manufacturer inc mistrust =
( orate products merchant 1
*(1
+ ( mistrust coef 1
* mistrust value reverse products manufacturer merchant1 ) ) )
+ ( orate products merchant 2
*(1
+ ( mistrust coef 1
* mistrust value reverse products manufacturer merchant2 ) ) )
+ ( orate products merchant 3
*(1
+ ( mistrust coef 1
* mistrust value reverse products manufacturer merchant3 ) ) )
+ ( orate products merchant 5
*(1
+ ( mistrust coef 1
* mistrust value reverse products manufacturer merchant5 ) ) )
+ ( orate products merchant 6
*(1
+ ( mistrust coef 1
* mistrust value reverse products manufacturer merchant6 ) ) )
+ ( orate products merchant 7
*(1
+ ( mistrust coef 1
* mistrust value reverse products manufacturer merchant7 ) ) )
+ ( orate products merchant 8
*(1
+ ( mistrust coef 1
* mistrust value reverse product manufacturer merchant8 ) ) )
+ ( orate products merchant 4
*(1

+ ( mistrust coef 1
* mistrust value reverse products manufacturer merchant4 ) ) )
total products call off manufacturer =
orate products merchant 1
+ orate products merchant 2
+ orate products merchant 3
+ orate products merchant 5
+ orate products merchant 6
+ orate products merchant 7
+ orate products merchant 8
+ orate products merchant 4
Tp products manufacturer = 7
********************************
.Master model5
********************************
********************************
.Measure of performance
********************************
Absolute error inventory =
ABS ( inventory error manufacturer products delay1 )
Absolute error order rate =
ABS ( Manufacturer order rate for houses
- order placed by the regions )
cost in stock manufacturer = 5e-006
cost in stock product merchant = 5e-006
cost out stock manufacturer = 1e-005
cost out stock product merchant = 1e-005
cost product merchant1 =
cost in stock product merchant
* stock products after shipment merchant1
+ cost out stock product merchant
* order backlog product merchant1
cost product merchant2 =
cost in stock product merchant
* stock products after shipment merchant2
+ cost out stock product merchant

* order backlog product merchant2
cost product merchant3 =
cost in stock product merchant
* stock products after shipment merchant3
+ cost out stock product merchant
* order backlog product merchant3
cost product merchant4 =
cost in stock product merchant
* stock products after shipment merchant4
+ cost out stock product merchant
* order backlog product merchant4
cost product merchant5 =
cost in stock product merchant
* stock products after shipment merchant5
+ cost out stock product merchant
* order backlog product merchant5
cost product merchant6 =
cost in stock product merchant
* stock products after shipment merchant6
+ cost out stock product merchant
* order backlog product merchant6
cost product merchant7 =
cost in stock product merchant
* stock products after shipment merchant7
+ cost out stock product merchant
* order backlog product merchant7
cost product merchant8 =
cost in stock product merchant
* stock products after shipment merchant8
+ cost out stock product merchant
* order backlog product merchant8
cost stock manufacturer =
cost in stock manufacturer
* stock products manufacturer after shipment
+ cost out stock manufacturer
* order backlog products manufacturer
cum diff in quantity product for merchant1 =
INTEG( diff deliveries product for merchant1 ,
0)

cum diff in quantity product for merchant2 =
INTEG( diff deliveries product for merchant2 ,
0)
cum diff in quantity product for merchant3 =
INTEG( diff deliveries product for merchant3 ,
0)
cum diff in quantity product for merchant4 =
INTEG( diff deliveries product for merchant4 ,
0)
cum diff in quantity product for merchant5 =
INTEG( diff deliveries product for merchant5 ,
0)
cum diff in quantity product for merchant6 =
INTEG( diff deliveries product for merchant6 ,
0)
cum diff in quantity product for merchant7 =
INTEG( diff deliveries product for merchant7 ,
0)
cum diff in quantity product for merchant8 =
INTEG( diff deliveries product for merchant8 ,
0)
cum diff in quantity product from merchant1 =
INTEG( diff deliveries product from merchant1 ,
0)
cum diff in quantity product from merchant2 =
INTEG( diff deliveries product from merchant2 ,
0)
cum diff in quantity product from merchant3 =
INTEG( diff deliveries product from merchant3 ,
0)
cum diff in quantity product from merchant4 =
INTEG( diff deliveries product from merchant4 ,
0)
cum diff in quantity product from merchant5 =
INTEG( diff deliveries product from merchant5 ,
0)

cum diff in quantity product from merchant6 =
INTEG( diff deliveries product from merchant6 ,
0)
cum diff in quantity product from merchant7 =
INTEG( diff deliveries product from merchant7 ,
0)
cum diff in quantity product from merchant8 =
INTEG( diff deliveries product from merchant8 ,
0)
days out of stock cum product Manufacturer =
INTEG( days out of stock product Manufacturer ,
0)
days out of stock cum product merchant1 =
INTEG( days out of stock product merchant1 ,
0)
days out of stock cum product merchant2 =
INTEG( days out of stock product merchant2 ,
0)
days out of stock cum product merchant3 =
INTEG( days out of stock product merchant3 ,
0)
days out of stock cum product merchant4 =
INTEG( days out of stock product merchant4 ,
0)
days out of stock cum product merchant5 =
INTEG( days out of stock product merchant5 ,
0)
days out of stock cum product merchant6 =
INTEG( days out of stock product merchant6 ,
0)
days out of stock cum product merchant7 =
INTEG( days out of stock product merchant7 ,
0)
days out of stock cum product merchant8 =
INTEG( days out of stock product merchant8 ,
0)

days out of stock product all merchants =
days out of stock cum product merchant1
+ days out of stock cum product merchant2
+ days out of stock cum product merchant3
+ days out of stock cum product merchant4
+ days out of stock cum product merchant5
+ days out of stock cum product merchant6
+ days out of stock cum product merchant7
+ days out of stock cum product merchant8
days out of stock product Manufacturer =
IF THEN ELSE ( order backlog products manufacturer
> 0,
1,
0)
days out of stock product merchant1 =
IF THEN ELSE ( order backlog product merchant1
> 0,
1,
0)
days out of stock product merchant2 =
IF THEN ELSE ( order backlog product merchant2
> 0,
1,
0)
days out of stock product merchant3 =
IF THEN ELSE ( order backlog product merchant3
> 0,
1,
0)
days out of stock product merchant4 =
IF THEN ELSE ( order backlog product merchant4
> 0,
1,
0)
days out of stock product merchant5 =
IF THEN ELSE ( order backlog product merchant5
> 0.01,
1,
0)
days out of stock product merchant6 =
IF THEN ELSE ( order backlog product merchant6

> 0,
1,
0)
days out of stock product merchant7 =
IF THEN ELSE ( order backlog product merchant7
> 0,
1,
0)
days out of stock product merchant8 =
IF THEN ELSE ( order backlog product merchant8
> 0,
1,
0)
diff deliveries product for merchant1 =
product deliveries merchant1
- order product for merchant1
diff deliveries product for merchant2 =
product deliveries merchant2
- order product for merchant2
diff deliveries product for merchant3 =
product deliveries merchant3
- order product for merchant3
diff deliveries product for merchant4 =
product deliveries merchant4
- order product for merchant4
diff deliveries product for merchant5 =
product deliveries merchant5
- order product for merchant5
diff deliveries product for merchant6 =
product deliveries merchant6
- order product for merchant6
diff deliveries product for merchant7 =
product deliveries merchant7
- order product for merchant7
diff deliveries product for merchant8 =
product deliveries merchant8
- order product for merchant8

diff deliveries product from merchant1 =
product to be delivered from merchant1
- incoming backlog product merchant1
diff deliveries product from merchant2 =
product to be delivered from merchant2
- incoming backlog product merchant2
diff deliveries product from merchant3 =
product to be delivered from merchant3
- incoming backlog product merchant3
diff deliveries product from merchant4 =
product to be delivered from merchant4
- incoming backlog product merchant4
diff deliveries product from merchant5 =
product to be delivered from merchant5
- incoming backlog product merchant5
diff deliveries product from merchant6 =
product to be delivered from merchant6
- incoming backlog product merchant6
diff deliveries product from merchant7 =
product to be delivered from merchant7
- incoming backlog product merchant7
diff deliveries product from merchant8 =
product to be delivered from merchant8
- incoming backlog product merchant8
Integrated absolute error inventory =
INTEG( Absolute error inventory ,
0)
Integrated absolute error order rate =
INTEG( Absolute error order rate ,
0)
Manufacturer order rate for houses =
orate products manufacturer
/ coef products
mistrust value product manufacturer merchant1 =
ZIDZ ( diff deliveries product for merchant1 ,
order product for merchant1 )

mistrust value product manufacturer merchant2 =
ZIDZ ( diff deliveries product for merchant2 ,
order product for merchant2 )
mistrust value product manufacturer merchant3 =
ZIDZ ( diff deliveries product for merchant3 ,
order product for merchant3 )
mistrust value product manufacturer merchant4 =
ZIDZ ( diff deliveries product for merchant4 ,
order product for merchant4 )
mistrust value product manufacturer merchant5 =
ZIDZ ( diff deliveries product for merchant5 ,
order product for merchant5 )
mistrust value product manufacturer merchant6 =
ZIDZ ( diff deliveries product for merchant6 ,
order product for merchant6 )
mistrust value product manufacturer merchant7 =
ZIDZ ( diff deliveries product for merchant7 ,
order product for merchant7 )
mistrust value product manufacturer merchant8 =
ZIDZ ( diff deliveries product for merchant8 ,
order product for merchant8 )
mistrust value product merchant1 =
ZIDZ ( diff deliveries product from merchant1 ,
order product from merchant1 )
mistrust value product merchant2 =
ZIDZ ( diff deliveries product from merchant2 ,
order product from merchant2 )
mistrust value product merchant3 =
ZIDZ ( diff deliveries product from merchant3 ,
order product from merchant3 )
mistrust value product merchant4 =
ZIDZ ( diff deliveries product from merchant4 ,
order product from merchant4 )
mistrust value product merchant5 =
ZIDZ ( diff deliveries product from merchant5 ,
order product from merchant5 )

mistrust value product merchant6 =
ZIDZ ( diff deliveries product from merchant6 ,
order product from merchant6 )
mistrust value product merchant7 =
ZIDZ ( diff deliveries product from merchant7 ,
order product from merchant7 )
mistrust value product merchant8 =
ZIDZ ( diff deliveries product from merchant8 ,
order product from merchant8 )
mistrust value reverse product manufacturer merchant8 =
DELAY FIXED ( ( mistrust value product manufacturer merchant8
* ( -1) ) ,1,
0)
mistrust value reverse product merchant1 =
DELAY FIXED ( ( mistrust value product merchant1
* ( -1) ) ,1,
0)
mistrust value reverse product merchant2 =
DELAY FIXED ( ( mistrust value product merchant2
* ( -1) ) ,1,
0)
mistrust value reverse product merchant3 =
DELAY FIXED ( ( mistrust value product merchant3
* ( -1) ) ,1,
0)
mistrust value reverse product merchant4 =
DELAY FIXED ( ( mistrust value product merchant4
* ( -1) ) ,1,
0)
mistrust value reverse product merchant5 =
DELAY FIXED ( ( mistrust value product merchant5
* ( -1) ) ,1,
0)
mistrust value reverse product merchant6 =
DELAY FIXED ( ( mistrust value product merchant6
* ( -1) ) ,1,
0)
mistrust value reverse product merchant7 =

DELAY FIXED ( ( mistrust value product merchant7
* ( -1) ) ,1,
0)
mistrust value reverse product merchant8 =
DELAY FIXED ( ( mistrust value product merchant8
* ( -1) ) ,1,
0)
mistrust value reverse products manufacturer merchant1 =
DELAY FIXED ( ( mistrust value product manufacturer merchant1
* ( -1) ) ,1,
0)
mistrust value reverse products manufacturer merchant2 =
DELAY FIXED ( ( mistrust value product manufacturer merchant2
* ( -1) ) ,1,
0)
mistrust value reverse products manufacturer merchant3 =
DELAY FIXED ( ( mistrust value product manufacturer merchant3
* ( -1) ) ,1,
0)
mistrust value reverse products manufacturer merchant4 =
DELAY FIXED ( ( mistrust value product manufacturer merchant4
* ( -1) ) ,1,
0)
mistrust value reverse products manufacturer merchant5 =
DELAY FIXED ( ( mistrust value product manufacturer merchant5
* ( -1) ) ,1,
0)
mistrust value reverse products manufacturer merchant6 =
DELAY FIXED ( ( mistrust value product manufacturer merchant6
* ( -1) ) ,1,
0)
mistrust value reverse products manufacturer merchant7 =
DELAY FIXED ( ( mistrust value product manufacturer merchant7
* ( -1) ) ,1,
0)
order product for merchant1 =
DELAY FIXED ( orate products merchant 1 ,9,
3e+006)

order product for merchant2 =
DELAY FIXED ( orate products merchant 2 ,9,
500000)
order product for merchant3 =
DELAY FIXED ( orate products merchant 3 ,9,
1e+006)
order product for merchant4 =
DELAY FIXED ( orate products merchant 4 ,9,
1e+006)
order product for merchant5 =
DELAY FIXED ( orate products merchant 5 ,9,
300000)
order product for merchant6 =
DELAY FIXED ( orate products merchant 6 ,9,
2e+006)
order product for merchant7 =
DELAY FIXED ( orate products merchant 7 ,9,
1.2e+006)
order product for merchant8 =
DELAY FIXED ( orate products merchant 8 ,9,
1e+006)
order product from merchant1 =
incoming backlog product merchant1
order product from merchant2 =
incoming backlog product merchant2
order product from merchant3 =
incoming backlog product merchant3
order product from merchant4 =
incoming backlog product merchant4
order product from merchant5 =
incoming backlog product merchant5
order product from merchant6 =
incoming backlog product merchant6
order product from merchant7 =
incoming backlog product merchant7

order product from merchant8 =
incoming backlog product merchant8
"Production on-costs" =
Integrated absolute error order rate
* Integrated absolute error order rate
* Integrated absolute error order rate
SC costs =
stock cost manufacturer cum
+ stock costs product for all merchants
stock cost manufacturer cum =
INTEG( cost stock manufacturer ,
0)
stock cost product merchant1 =
INTEG( cost product merchant1 ,
0)
stock cost product merchant2 =
INTEG( cost product merchant2 ,
0)
stock cost product merchant3 =
INTEG( cost product merchant3 ,
0)
stock cost product merchant4 =
INTEG( cost product merchant4 ,
0)
stock cost product merchant5 =
INTEG( cost product merchant5 ,
0)
stock cost product merchant6 =
INTEG( cost product merchant6 ,
0)
stock cost product merchant7 =
INTEG( cost product merchant7 ,
0)
stock cost product merchant8 =
INTEG( cost product merchant8 ,
0)

stock costs product for all merchants =
stock cost product merchant1
+ stock cost product merchant2
+ stock cost product merchant3
+ stock cost product merchant4
+ stock cost product merchant5
+ stock cost product merchant6
+ stock cost product merchant7
+ stock cost product merchant8
sum expected deliveries product for merchant1 =
INTEG( order product for merchant1 ,
0)
sum expected deliveries product for merchant2 =
INTEG( order product for merchant2 ,
0)
sum expected deliveries product for merchant3 =
INTEG( order product for merchant3 ,
0)
sum expected deliveries product for merchant4 =
INTEG( order product for merchant4 ,
0)
sum expected deliveries product for merchant5 =
INTEG( order product for merchant5 ,
0)
sum expected deliveries product for merchant6 =
INTEG( order product for merchant6 ,
0)
sum expected deliveries product for merchant7 =
INTEG( order product for merchant7 ,
0)
sum expected deliveries product for merchant8 =
INTEG( order product for merchant8 ,
0)
sum expected deliveries product from merchant1 =
INTEG( order product from merchant1 ,
0)
sum expected deliveries product from merchant2 =

INTEG( order product from merchant2 ,
0)
sum expected deliveries product from merchant3 =
INTEG( order product from merchant3 ,
0)
sum expected deliveries product from merchant4 =
INTEG( order product from merchant4 ,
0)
sum expected deliveries product from merchant5 =
INTEG( order product from merchant5 ,
0)
sum expected deliveries product from merchant6 =
INTEG( order product from merchant6 ,
0)
sum expected deliveries product from merchant7 =
INTEG( order product from merchant7 ,
0)
sum expected deliveries product from merchant8 =
INTEG( order product from merchant8 ,
0)
********************************
.Merchants
********************************
average order products to merchant 1 =
SMOOTH ( order product inc mistrust merchant1 ,
Ta products merchant )
average order products to merchant 2 =
SMOOTH ( order product inc mistrust merchant2 ,
Ta products merchant )
average order products to merchant 3 =
SMOOTH ( order product inc mistrust merchant3 ,
Ta products merchant )
average order products to merchant 4 =
SMOOTH ( order product inc mistrust merchant4 ,
Ta products merchant )
average order products to merchant 5 =

SMOOTH ( order product inc mistrust merchant5 ,
Ta products merchant )
average order products to merchant 6 =
SMOOTH ( order product inc mistrust merchant6 ,
Ta products merchant )
average order products to merchant 7 =
SMOOTH ( order product inc mistrust merchant7 ,
Ta products merchant )
average order products to merchant 8 =
SMOOTH ( order product inc mistrust merchant8 ,
Ta products merchant )
average order products to merchants =
average order products to merchant 1
+ average order products to merchant 2
+ average order products to merchant 3
+ average order products to merchant 4
+ average order products to merchant 5
+ average order products to merchant 6
+ average order products to merchant 7
+ average order products to merchant 8
call off for products merchant1 =
call off products by the site
* coef product merchant1
call off product merchant2 =
call off products by the site
* coef product merchant2
call off product merchant3 =
call off products by the site
* coef product merchant3
call off product merchant4 =
call off products by the site
* coef product merchant4
call off product merchant5 =
call off products by the site
* coef product merchant5
call off product merchant6 =
call off products by the site
* coef product merchant6

call off product merchant7 =
call off products by the site
* coef product merchant7
call off product merchant8 =
call off products by the site
* coef product merchant8
"call off to delivery delay-1" = 6
coef product merchant1 = 0.3
coef product merchant2 = 0.05
coef product merchant3 = 0.1
coef product merchant4 = 0.1
coef product merchant5 = 0.03
coef product merchant6 = 0.2
coef product merchant7 = 0.12
coef product merchant8 = 0.1
incoming backlog product merchant1 =
DELAY FIXED ( call off for products merchant1 ,"call off to delivery delay-1" ,
3e+006)
incoming backlog product merchant2 =
DELAY FIXED ( call off product merchant2 ,"call off to delivery delay-1" ,
500000)
incoming backlog product merchant3 =
DELAY FIXED ( call off product merchant3 ,"call off to delivery delay-1" ,
1e+006)
incoming backlog product merchant4 =
DELAY FIXED ( call off product merchant4 ,"call off to delivery delay-1" ,
1e+006)
incoming backlog product merchant5 =
DELAY FIXED ( call off product merchant5 ,"call off to delivery delay-1" ,
300000)
incoming backlog product merchant6 =

DELAY FIXED ( call off product merchant6 ,"call off to delivery delay-1" ,
2e+006)
incoming backlog product merchant7 =
DELAY FIXED ( call off product merchant7 ,"call off to delivery delay-1" ,
1.2e+006)
incoming backlog product merchant8 =
DELAY FIXED ( call off product merchant8 ,"call off to delivery delay-1" ,
1e+006)
incoming products merchant 1 =
DELAY FIXED ( product deliveries merchant1 ,transport delay ,
3e+006)
incoming products merchant2 =
DELAY FIXED ( product deliveries merchant2 ,transport delay ,
500000)
incoming products merchant3 =
DELAY FIXED ( product deliveries merchant3 ,transport delay ,
1e+006)
incoming products merchant4 =
DELAY FIXED ( product deliveries merchant4 ,transport delay ,
1e+006)
incoming products merchant5 =
DELAY FIXED ( product deliveries merchant5 ,transport delay ,
300000)
incoming products merchant6 =
DELAY FIXED ( product deliveries merchant6 ,transport delay ,
2e+006)
incoming products merchant7 =
DELAY FIXED ( product deliveries merchant7 ,transport delay ,
1.2e+006)
incoming products merchant8 =
DELAY FIXED ( product deliveries merchant8 ,transport delay ,
1e+006)
inventory error product merchant1 =
"target inv. product merchant1"
- stock products after shipment merchant1
+ order backlog product merchant1

inventory error product merchant1 delay 1 =
DELAY FIXED ( inventory error product merchant1 ,1,
0)
inventory error product merchant2 =
"target inv. product merchant2"
- stock products after shipment merchant2
+ order backlog product merchant2
inventory error product merchant2 delay 1 =
DELAY FIXED ( inventory error product merchant2 ,1,
0)
inventory error product merchant3 =
"target inv. product merchant3"
- stock products after shipment merchant3
+ order backlog product merchant3
inventory error product merchant3 delay 1 =
DELAY FIXED ( inventory error product merchant3 ,1,
0)
inventory error product merchant4 =
"target inv. product merchant4"
- stock products after shipment merchant4
+ order backlog product merchant4
inventory error product merchant4 delay 1 =
DELAY FIXED ( inventory error product merchant4 ,1,
0)
inventory error product merchant5 =
"target inv. product merchant5"
- stock products after shipment merchant5
+ order backlog product merchant5
inventory error product merchant5 delay 1 =
DELAY FIXED ( inventory error product merchant5 ,1,
0)
inventory error product merchant6 =
"target inv. product merchant6"
- stock products after shipment merchant6
+ order backlog product merchant6
inventory error product merchant6 delay 1 =
DELAY FIXED ( inventory error product merchant6 ,1,
0)

inventory error product merchant7 =
"target inv. product merchant7"
- stock products after shipment merchant7
+ order backlog product merchant7
inventory error product merchant7 delay 1 =
DELAY FIXED ( inventory error product merchant7 ,1,
0)
inventory error product merchant8 =
"target inv. product merchant8"
- stock products after shipment merchant8
+ order backlog product merchant8
inventory error product merchant8 delay 1 =
DELAY FIXED ( inventory error product merchant8 ,1,
0)
mistrust coef 1 = 1
orate products merchant 1 =
average order products to merchant 1
+ inventory error product merchant1 delay 1
/ Ti products merchant
orate products merchant 2 =
average order products to merchant 2
+ inventory error product merchant2 delay 1
/ Ti products merchant
orate products merchant 3 =
average order products to merchant 3
+ inventory error product merchant3 delay 1
/ Ti products merchant
orate products merchant 4 =
average order products to merchant 4
+ inventory error product merchant4 delay 1
/ Ti products merchant
orate products merchant 5 =
average order products to merchant 5
+ inventory error product merchant5 delay 1
/ Ti products merchant
orate products merchant 6 =
average order products to merchant 6

+ inventory error product merchant6 delay 1
/ Ti products merchant
orate products merchant 7 =
average order products to merchant 7
+ inventory error product merchant7 delay 1
/ Ti products merchant
orate products merchant 8 =
average order products to merchant 8
+ inventory error product merchant8 delay 1
/ Ti products merchant
order backlog product merchant1 =
INTEG( incoming backlog product merchant1
- processed backlog product merchant 1 ,
0)
order backlog product merchant2 =
INTEG( incoming backlog product merchant2
- processed backlog product merchant 2 ,
0)
order backlog product merchant3 =
INTEG( incoming backlog product merchant3
- processed backlog product merchant 3 ,
0)
order backlog product merchant4 =
INTEG( incoming backlog product merchant4
- processed backlog product merchant 4 ,
0)
order backlog product merchant5 =
INTEG( incoming backlog product merchant5
- processed backlog product merchant 5 ,
0)
order backlog product merchant6 =
INTEG( incoming backlog product merchant6
- processed backlog product merchant 6 ,
0)
order backlog product merchant7 =
INTEG( incoming backlog product merchant7
- processed backlog product merchant 7 ,
0)

order backlog product merchant8 =
INTEG( incoming backlog product merchant8
- processed backlog product merchant 8 ,
0)
order for products =
order placed by the regions
* coef products
order product inc mistrust merchant1 =
order product merchant 1
*(1
+ ( mistrust coef 1
* mistrust value reverse product merchant1 ) )
order product inc mistrust merchant2 =
order product merchant2
*(1
+ ( mistrust coef 1
* mistrust value reverse product merchant2 ) )
order product inc mistrust merchant3 =
order product merchant3
*(1
+ ( mistrust coef 1
* mistrust value reverse product merchant3 ) )
order product inc mistrust merchant4 =
order product merchant4
*(1
+ ( mistrust coef 1
* mistrust value reverse product merchant4 ) )
order product inc mistrust merchant5 =
order product merchant5
*(1
+ ( mistrust coef 1
* mistrust value reverse product merchant5 ) )
order product inc mistrust merchant6 =
order product merchant6
*(1
+ ( mistrust coef 1
* mistrust value reverse product merchant6 ) )
order product inc mistrust merchant7 =
order product merchant7
*(1

+ ( mistrust coef 1
* mistrust value reverse product merchant7 ) )
order product inc mistrust merchant8 =
order product merchant8
*(1
+ ( mistrust coef 1
* mistrust value reverse product merchant8 ) )
order product merchant 1 =
order for products
* coef product merchant1
order product merchant2 =
order for products
* coef product merchant2
order product merchant3 =
order for products
* coef product merchant3
order product merchant4 =
order for products
* coef product merchant4
order product merchant5 =
order for products
* coef product merchant5
order product merchant6 =
order for products
* coef product merchant6
order product merchant7 =
order for products
* coef product merchant7
order product merchant8 =
order for products
* coef product merchant8
processed backlog product merchant 1 =
product to be delivered from merchant1
processed backlog product merchant 2 =
product to be delivered from merchant2
processed backlog product merchant 3 =

product to be delivered from merchant3
processed backlog product merchant 4 =
product to be delivered from merchant4
processed backlog product merchant 5 =
product to be delivered from merchant5
processed backlog product merchant 6 =
product to be delivered from merchant6
processed backlog product merchant 7 =
product to be delivered from merchant7
processed backlog product merchant 8 =
product to be delivered from merchant8
product deliveries merchant1 delay1 =
DELAY FIXED ( product to be delivered from merchant1 ,1,
3e+006)
product deliveries merchant2 delay1 =
DELAY FIXED ( product to be delivered from merchant2 ,1,
500000)
product deliveries merchant3 delay1 =
DELAY FIXED ( product to be delivered from merchant3 ,1,
1e+006)
product deliveries merchant4 delay1 =
DELAY FIXED ( product to be delivered from merchant4 ,1,
1e+006)
product deliveries merchant5 delay1 =
DELAY FIXED ( product to be delivered from merchant5 ,1,
300000)
product deliveries merchant6 delay1 =
DELAY FIXED ( product to be delivered from merchant6 ,1,
2e+006)
product deliveries merchant7 delay1 =
DELAY FIXED ( product to be delivered from merchant7 ,1,
1.2e+006)
product deliveries merchant8 delay1 =
DELAY FIXED ( product to be delivered from merchant8 ,1,
1e+006)

product deliveries on site =
product deliveries merchant1 delay1
+ product deliveries merchant2 delay1
+ product deliveries merchant3 delay1
+ product deliveries merchant4 delay1
+ product deliveries merchant5 delay1
+ product deliveries merchant6 delay1
+ product deliveries merchant7 delay1
+ product deliveries merchant8 delay1
product to be delivered from merchant1 =
IF THEN ELSE ( stock products before shipment merchant 1
<= 0,
0,
IF THEN ELSE ( stock products before shipment merchant 1
< ( incoming backlog product merchant1
+ order backlog product merchant1 ) ,
stock products before shipment merchant 1 ,
( incoming backlog product merchant1
+ order backlog product merchant1 ) ) )
product to be delivered from merchant2 =
IF THEN ELSE ( stock products before shipment merchant 2
<= 0,
0,
IF THEN ELSE ( stock products before shipment merchant 2
< ( incoming backlog product merchant2
+ order backlog product merchant2 ) ,
stock products before shipment merchant 2 ,
( incoming backlog product merchant2
+ order backlog product merchant2 ) ) )
product to be delivered from merchant3 =
IF THEN ELSE ( stock products before shipment merchant 3
<= 0,
0,
IF THEN ELSE ( stock products before shipment merchant 3
< ( incoming backlog product merchant3
+ order backlog product merchant3 ) ,
stock products before shipment merchant 3 ,
( incoming backlog product merchant3
+ order backlog product merchant3 ) ) )
product to be delivered from merchant4 =
IF THEN ELSE ( stock products before shipment merchant 4
<= 0,
0,

IF THEN ELSE ( stock products before shipment merchant 4
< ( incoming backlog product merchant4
+ order backlog product merchant4 ) ,
stock products before shipment merchant 4 ,
( incoming backlog product merchant4
+ order backlog product merchant4 ) ) )
product to be delivered from merchant5 =
IF THEN ELSE ( stock products before shipment merchant 5
<= 0,
0,
IF THEN ELSE ( stock products before shipment merchant 5
< ( incoming backlog product merchant5
+ order backlog product merchant5 ) ,
stock products before shipment merchant 5 ,
( incoming backlog product merchant5
+ order backlog product merchant5 ) ) )
product to be delivered from merchant6 =
IF THEN ELSE ( stock products before shipment merchant 6
<= 0,
0,
IF THEN ELSE ( stock products before shipment merchant 6
< ( incoming backlog product merchant6
+ order backlog product merchant6 ) ,
stock products before shipment merchant 6 ,
( incoming backlog product merchant6
+ order backlog product merchant6 ) ) )
product to be delivered from merchant7 =
IF THEN ELSE ( stock products before shipment merchant 7
<= 0,
0,
IF THEN ELSE ( stock products before shipment merchant 7
< ( incoming backlog product merchant7
+ order backlog product merchant7 ) ,
stock products before shipment merchant 7 ,
( incoming backlog product merchant7
+ order backlog product merchant7 ) ) )
product to be delivered from merchant8 =
IF THEN ELSE ( stock products before shipment merchant8
<= 0,
0,
IF THEN ELSE ( stock products before shipment merchant8
< ( incoming backlog product merchant8
+ order backlog product merchant8 ) ,
stock products before shipment merchant8 ,

( incoming backlog product merchant8
+ order backlog product merchant8 ) ) )
stock product after shipment merchant1 delay1 =
DELAY FIXED ( stock products after shipment merchant1 ,1,
1.2e+007)
stock product after shipment merchant2 delay1 =
DELAY FIXED ( stock products after shipment merchant2 ,1,
2e+006)
stock product after shipment merchant3 delay1 =
DELAY FIXED ( stock products after shipment merchant3 ,1,
4e+006)
stock product after shipment merchant4 delay1 =
DELAY FIXED ( stock products after shipment merchant4 ,1,
4e+006)
stock product after shipment merchant5 delay1 =
DELAY FIXED ( stock products after shipment merchant5 ,1,
1.2e+006)
stock product after shipment merchant6 delay1 =
DELAY FIXED ( stock products after shipment merchant6 ,1,
8e+006)
stock product after shipment merchant7 delay1 =
DELAY FIXED ( stock products after shipment merchant7 ,1,
4.8e+006)
stock product after shipment merchant8 delay1 =
DELAY FIXED ( stock products after shipment merchant8 ,1,
4e+006)
stock products after shipment merchant1 =
stock products before shipment merchant 1
- product to be delivered from merchant1
stock products after shipment merchant2 =
stock products before shipment merchant 2
- product to be delivered from merchant2
stock products after shipment merchant3 =
stock products before shipment merchant 3
- product to be delivered from merchant3
stock products after shipment merchant4 =

stock products before shipment merchant 4
- product to be delivered from merchant4
stock products after shipment merchant5 =
stock products before shipment merchant 5
- product to be delivered from merchant5
stock products after shipment merchant6 =
stock products before shipment merchant 6
- product to be delivered from merchant6
stock products after shipment merchant7 =
stock products before shipment merchant 7
- product to be delivered from merchant7
stock products after shipment merchant8 =
stock products before shipment merchant8
- product to be delivered from merchant8
stock products before shipment merchant 1 =
incoming products merchant 1
+ stock product after shipment merchant1 delay1
stock products before shipment merchant 2 =
incoming products merchant2
+ stock product after shipment merchant2 delay1
stock products before shipment merchant 3 =
incoming products merchant3
+ stock product after shipment merchant3 delay1
stock products before shipment merchant 4 =
incoming products merchant4
+ stock product after shipment merchant4 delay1
stock products before shipment merchant 5 =
incoming products merchant5
+ stock product after shipment merchant5 delay1
stock products before shipment merchant 6 =
incoming products merchant6
+ stock product after shipment merchant6 delay1
stock products before shipment merchant 7 =
incoming products merchant7
+ stock product after shipment merchant7 delay1
stock products before shipment merchant8 =

incoming products merchant8
+ stock product after shipment merchant8 delay1
Ta products merchant = 14
"target inv. product merchant1" =
4
* average order products to merchant 1
"target inv. product merchant2" =
4
* average order products to merchant 2
"target inv. product merchant3" =
4
* average order products to merchant 3
"target inv. product merchant4" =
4
* average order products to merchant 4
"target inv. product merchant5" =
4
* average order products to merchant 5
"target inv. product merchant6" =
4
* average order products to merchant 6
"target inv. product merchant7" =
4
* average order products to merchant 7
"target inv. product merchant8" =
4
* average order products to merchant 8
Ti products merchant = 14
transport delay = 1
wip products merchant 1 =
INTEG( orate products merchant 1
- incoming products merchant 1 ,
2.1e+007)
wip products merchant 2 =
INTEG( orate products merchant 2

- incoming products merchant2 ,
3.5e+006)
wip products merchant3 =
INTEG( orate products merchant 3
- incoming products merchant3 ,
7e+006)
wip products merchant4 =
INTEG( orate products merchant 4
- incoming products merchant4 ,
7e+006)
wip products merchant5 =
INTEG( orate products merchant 5
- incoming products merchant5 ,
2.1e+006)
wip products merchant6 =
INTEG( orate products merchant 6
- incoming products merchant6 ,
1.4e+007)
wip products merchant7 =
INTEG( orate products merchant 7
- incoming products merchant7 ,
8.4e+006)
wip products merchant8 =
INTEG( orate products merchant 8
- incoming products merchant8 ,
7e+006)
********************************
.Production allocation
********************************
coef product merchants[merchant product 1]
coef product merchant1
coef product merchants[merchant product 2]
coef product merchant2
coef product merchants[merchant product 3]
coef product merchant3
coef product merchants[merchant product 4]
coef product merchant4
coef product merchants[merchant product 5]
coef product merchant5
coef product merchants[merchant product 6]

=
=
=
=
=
=

coef product merchant6
coef product merchants[merchant product 7] =
coef product merchant7
coef product merchants[merchant product 8] =
coef product merchant8
manufacturer product production allocation[Merchants product] =
allocate by priority ( orate product merchant[Merchants product] ,
coef product merchants[Merchants product] ,
8,
0.01,
product to be delivered to merchants )
Merchants product : merchant product 1,merchant product 2,merchant product
3,merchant product 4,merchant product 5,merchant product 6,merchant product
7,merchant product 8
orate product merchant[merchant product 1] =
DELAY FIXED ( orate products merchant 1 ,6,
3e+006)
orate product merchant[merchant product 2] =
DELAY FIXED ( orate products merchant 2 ,6,
500000)
orate product merchant[merchant product 3] =
DELAY FIXED ( orate products merchant 3 ,6,
1e+006)
orate product merchant[merchant product 4] =
DELAY FIXED ( orate products merchant 4 ,6,
1e+006)
orate product merchant[merchant product 5] =
DELAY FIXED ( orate products merchant 5 ,6,
300000)
orate product merchant[merchant product 6] =
DELAY FIXED ( orate products merchant 6 ,6,
2e+006)
orate product merchant[merchant product 7] =
DELAY FIXED ( orate products merchant 7 ,6,
1.2e+006)
orate product merchant[merchant product 8] =
DELAY FIXED ( orate products merchant 8 ,6,
1e+006)
product deliveries merchant1 =
manufacturer product production allocation[merchant product 1]
product deliveries merchant2 =
manufacturer product production allocation[merchant product 2]

product deliveries merchant3 =
manufacturer product production allocation[merchant product 3]
product deliveries merchant4 =
manufacturer product production allocation[merchant product 4]
product deliveries merchant5 =
manufacturer product production allocation[merchant product 5]
product deliveries merchant6 =
manufacturer product production allocation[merchant product 6]
product deliveries merchant7 =
manufacturer product production allocation[merchant product 7]
product deliveries merchant8 =
manufacturer product production allocation[merchant product 8]
********************************
.Site construction
********************************
coef labour = 3
construct house =
MIN ( INTEGER ( stock of products to be used
/ coef products ) ,
INTEGER ( stock of labour to be used
/ coef labour ) )
construction time delay = 63
demand for labour =
DELAY FIXED ( ( call off products by the site
/ coef products )
* coef labour ,call off to delivery delay ,
300)
free labour =
water proofed house
* coef labour
incoming call off for labour =
demand for labour
labour backlog =
INTEG( incoming call off for labour
- processed call off for labout ,

0)
labour to be used =
IF THEN ELSE ( subcontractor available before used
<= 0,
0,
IF THEN ELSE ( subcontractor available before used
< ( incoming call off for labour
+ labour backlog ) ,
subcontractor available before used ,
( incoming call off for labour
+ labour backlog ) ) )
labour used =
construct house
* coef labour
processed call off for labout =
labour to be used
products delivered on site =
product deliveries on site
products used =
construct house
* coef products
stock of labour to be used =
INTEG( labour to be used
- labour used ,
300)
stock of products to be used =
INTEG( products delivered on site
- products used ,
1e+007)
sub contractor available after used =
subcontractor available before used
- labour to be used
subcontractor available after delay1 =
DELAY FIXED ( sub contractor available after used ,1,
5000)
subcontractor available before used =
free labour
+ subcontractor available after delay1

total weather proofed houses built =
INTEG( water proofed house ,
0)
water proofed house =
DELAY FIXED ( construct house ,construction time delay ,
100)

Appendix 2 – Sensitivity analysis
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Sensitivity analysis for Ta (time to average consumption)(1 to 60) on the manufacturer’s
inventory level
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Sensitivity analysis for Ta (time to average consumption)(1 to 60) on the manufacturer’s
order rate
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Sensitivity analysis for Ti (time to adjust inventory)(2 to 30) on the manufacturer’s
inventory level
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Sensitivity analysis for Ti (time to adjust inventory)(2 to 30) on the manufacturer’s order
rate
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